lean in discussion guide - when gender norms for example that boys don't become nurses or girls don't study physics really influenced a decision you made about your life gender and leadership, lean in discussion guide - it looks when you spend time alone with a colleague of the opposite sex how have you handled this how can we encourage more men to coach mentor and sponsor, lean concepts study guide six sigma study guide - lean overview includes the lean philosophy and steps for a lean project kaizen learn about the philosophy of continuous improvement what a kaizen event is and how to run a kaizen event lean metrics process cycle efficiency little s law work in progress wip throughput and total lead time, lean in discussion questions book club recommendations - our reading guide for lean in by sheryl sandberg includes book club discussion questions book reviews plot summary synopsis and author bio, lean in discussion circle 1 university of denver - lean in discussion circle 1 introduction the book lean in by sheryl sandberg has generated important and relevant discussion and dialogue around the state of women in corporate america whether you agree or disagree with the concepts addressed in sandberg's book in many ways it is a conversation that has continued, ready read discuss host a lean in book group books - in fact she's made it practically effortless by putting together a discussion guide and recorded a video message see below you can use to kick off your own reading group discussion if you haven't read lean in yet i've pulled a few questions from the discussion guide that don't really need much context and i've added my answers to get things going i'd love to hear your thoughts in the comments, lean in summary book club discussion questions - lean in women work and the will to lead sheryl sandberg 2013 knopf doubleday 240 pp isbn 13 9780753541647 summary thirty years after women became 50 percent of the college graduates in the united states men still hold the vast majority of leadership positions in government and industry, lean six sigma green belt study guide aalssc - 4 section 1 introduction background lean six sigma lean six sigma is the combining of two methodologies lean and six sigma lean six sigma takes advantage of the value added focus of lean while maintaining statistical tools of six